
Family   Solitaire   Directions   

  
Warning:   This   game   can   become   very   competitive!   

Setup   

Each   player   (can   be   up   to   6   or   7   players)   plays   with   their   own   52-card   pack.   The   backs   of   the   cards   
should   be   different   so   that   they   can   be   sorted   out   after   the   game.   

Each   player   deals   this   layout:   There   are   five   places...13   cards   face   down   in   1st   pile   on   the   left.   
Then   for   place   2,   3,   4,   and   5,   place   only   1   card   face   up.    Between   the   players'   layouts   is   space   for   
the   foundation   piles,   four   piles   per   player,   which   can   be   played   on   by   any   player.     

This   game   is   played   as   a   race,   with   everyone   playing   simultaneously.   All   play   at   once,   as   fast   as   
possible,   but   each   using   only   one   hand.   

You   may   move   cards   around   on   your   own   layout,   move   cards   onto   the   foundation   piles   when   they   
fit,   and   move   cards   from   your   discard   pile   to   your   layout   or   the   foundations.   You   are   not   allowed   to   
play   onto   or   use   your   opponent's   layout   or   discard   pile.     

The   moves   in   this   version   are   the   same   as   above,   but   the   players   do   not   take   turns.   When   you   
cannot   or   do   not   wish   to   make   further   moves   with   your   face   up   cards,   you   turn   over   the   top   three   
cards   of   your   stack,   put   them   face   up   on   your   discard   pile   and   continue   playing.   If   there   are   no   
more   cards   in   your   stack,   you   may   turn   your   whole   discard   pile   over   to   make   a   new   stack,   and   turn   
over   its   top   three   cards   to   start   a   new   discard   pile.   

When   slot   2,   3,   4,   or   5   is   empty,   turn   over   the   top   card   in   slot   1   and   put   it   down,   face   up,   in   the   
open   slot.      

Play   continues   until   one   player   has   turned   over   the   13th   card   in   their   face   down   pile   on   the   left.   
At   that   point,   the   player   can   decide   to   keep   playing   (getting   more   points   by   placing   cards   in   the   
community   foundation   piles   or   can   yell   “stop!”   to   stop   the   game.      

To   score   -   when   the   game   is   over,   each   player   with   remaining   face   down   cards   in   their   first   pile   
counts   the   number   of   cards   in   that   first,   face   down   pile.    Multiply   that   number   by   2   and   that   equals   
the   number   of   NEGATIVE   points   you   get   for   that   round.    Next,   set   all   cards   in   front   of   you   (in   your   
hand,   discard   pile   and   the   5   slots   in   front   of   you)   aside.    Sort   all   the   cards   from   the   community   
foundation   piles   and   each   player   counts   their   own   -   each   of   these   cards   played   out   in   the   middle   
equal   ONE   POSITIVE   point.   Figure   the   total   number   for   the   player   and   report   to   the   scorekeeper.   
Start   will   playing   until   50   or   100   points.   

  


